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IMAGE EDITING STYLE-BASED AUTHORSHIP AUTHENTICATION
Chengcui Zhang, Wei-Bang Chen, and Liping Zhou
Department of Computer and Information Sciences
The University of Alabama at Birmingham
Birmingham, Alabama 35294, USA
ABSTRACT
This paper aims to provide an authorship identification
framework that can provide added clues to online auction
user profiling systems, the primary purpose of which is
early detection and prevention of fraudulent behaviors such
as account taken-over. This framework authenticates the
authorship of product listing pictures in terms of their image
editing styles, and it achieves this goal in three steps: (1)
editing style distinction: using a Hough transform based
edge clustering algorithm to differentiate between image
editing styles created by the same seller, (2) editing style
summarization: analyzing and encoding each distinctive
image editing style into a template based on the common
edge or color features within each style, and (3) authorship
authentication: validating the authorship of newly posted
images with encoded templates. The experiments show
promising results of the proposed framework in identifying
authorship of images.
Index Terms— Authorship authentication, image
editing style, generalized Hough transform, clustering
1. INTRODUCTION
Product listing pictures often play an important role to assist
consumer, especially those online auction buyers, in making
purchase decisions. In order to attract consumers’ attention,
online sellers, especially those power sellers, often add their
own touch to product listing image design. For example,
some sellers add a frame and/or promotion texts to their
listing images and some embed the name of their store as
watermarks or logos in the images (as shown in Fig. 1).
Such editing styles are highly repetitive within one seller’s
images, but mostly distinctive among different sellers.
Therefore, editing styles can be used as added clues in
online seller profiling system to detect and prevent account
taken-over and other related fraudulent behaviors. However,
there are at least two challenges in identifying authorship
with image editing style.
First, we found that some sellers used more than one
image editing style in composing their product images. For
example, in Fig. 1, the images in the first two columns all
belong to the same seller “6ubuy6” but apparently they have
visually different editing styles. Therefore, a simple image
averaging technique applied to the images under the same
seller will not work in the presence of multiple editing
styles. Second, the same product image can be used by
multiple sellers who re-edit the image using their own style,

and thus clustering based on global visual features will
generate a large amount of false positives due to the
common features extracted from the product itself.
To address these challenges, we propose an edge-based
clustering approach which adopts Generalized Hough
Transform (GHT) [1] to group images with similar edge
maps. We tackle the challenges in this way because we
observe that an image editing style is often identified by its
shape bounded by edges but not necessarily by color. In
light of this observation, we apply GHT, a technique
essentially for object recognition, on edge maps to
distinguish one image editing style from another. The
proposed clustering algorithm is applied to all images
owned by one seller. Each image group produced
corresponds to one editing style of that seller. After this
grouping process, summarization can be done in order to
find the common pattern in each image group.

Fig. 1. Product images from online shopping website such as eBay

To summarize editing styles, we propose three different
approaches to encode each common pattern as a template
(model) on the basis of either edge or color. The edge-based
method generates an edge template for each image group
using the results produced from the previous clustering step.
Although edge template is quite effective in the subsequent
authorship authentication, the matching based on edge
templates is not very time efficient. Time efficiency is
essential to scalable computing applications that needs to
detect fraudulent behaviors in near real-time. For this reason,
we also design two alternative summarization approaches
based on colors. The first approach summarizes editing

styles in HSV color space [2] by using a mean image to
represent the centroid of an image group, resulting in a HSV
color model for each group. The second method concludes
editing styles by generating a probability model which
represents the spatial color distribution within an image
group. In accordance with the three summarization methods,
three corresponding authorship authentication methods are
developed, which are edge-based authentication with Hough
transform, color-based authentication, and color probability
based authentication, respectively.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section 2
details the edge-based clustering algorithm, followed by the
introduction to the three summarization methods in Section
3. Three authentication methods to identify the authorship
of images are described in Section 4. Section 5 demonstrates
the experimental results. Section 6 concludes this paper.
2. EDITING STYLE DISTINCTION
This section describes an edge-based clustering algorithm
which groups images of each seller into a set of clusters
with each cluster representing a unique image editing style
under that seller. Edge features are chosen because they are
more robust than color features which often vary according
to re-editing, re-compression, and change of fill-in colors.
For example, in Fig. 1, the three images in the second
column belong to the same seller and have almost identical
editing styles, but their frame colors are quite different.
In most listing images, the product part usually
occupies a relatively large area; therefore, clustering based
on global edge features will incorrectly cluster those images
with common edges on the product area into the same group.
To reduce the false positives in edge matching on product
areas, we only focus on edges with strong intensities since
the image regions with added editing effects usually have
strong edges, and also we try to ignore the edges in a fixed
area around the center of the image, because products are
almost always located in the center of images.
The proposed framework adopts Sobel filter [3] as the
edge detector and extracts a binary (1 for edge and 0
otherwise) edge map from each product listing image. To
calculate the similarity between two edge maps E1 and E2,
we need to locate the best matched point. Generalized
Hough Transform (GHT) is a general approach to localize
arbitrary shapes. Therefore, we adopt GHT to find the best
matched point between two edge maps. The basic process
starts by assuming that E1 is the target shape and R0 is the
centroid of E1. Since the purpose is to detect and localize
the target shape in E2, we move E1 step-by-step over E2,
aligning R0 to every pixel on E2. When aligning R0 to each
pixel on E2, each matched edge point casts a vote for that
alignment. The alignment with the highest votes indicates
the best matched point of two edge maps. Further, two edge
maps are aligned according to the best matched point, and
the overlapping area, which is called a common area C as
illustrated in Fig. 2, will be used to calculate the similarity
between the two edge maps. In particular, within the area of

C, the value of a pixel is the average of the corresponding
two pixel values from E1 and E2, respectively. Therefore,
the value of a pixel in C is one of the three possible values –
1, 0, and 0.5 (indicating a mismatch between the two edge
maps), corresponding to the white, black, and gray pixels in
Fig. 2. The similarity S of the two edge maps is thus defined
as the percent of non-gray pixels in the area of C.
The proposed edge-based clustering uses a pre-defined
similarity threshold to group images. Specifically, if an edge
map similarity value is greater than the threshold value, we
consider the two images to be in the same group. The
threshold value is experimentally set to 0.8 in this study.
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Fig. 2. Similarity between two edge maps

3. EDITING STYLE SUMMARIZATION
After clustering, the images of each seller are clustered into
image groups each of which represents one distinctive
editing style of that seller’s. In this section, we propose
three editing style summarization methods based on either
edge or color features of images to encode each editing style
as a template (or a model).
3.1. Edge-based summarization approach
The first approach summarizes each editing style as an edge
template by finding the common edges of images. After the
clustering step, the images of each seller are clustered into
image groups based on the similarity of their edge maps.
Therefore, the images in each group must have similar edge
features. The proposed method uses these image groups as
training data to generate edge templates.
Recall that in the previous step, GHT overlays two edge
maps and searches for the best matched point in the
parameter space. In order to summarize an image group as
an editing style template, all edge maps in that group are
overlaid according to the best matched points and form a
new edge template, in which each pixel value is the average
of all pixel values (edge intensities) at the same location in
the overlaid edge maps of all the training images in that
group. This process is able to distinguish the editing style
area from the product area based on the assumption that
after aligning the edge maps of images in a group, edges
that are part of the editing style should appear more
distinctively in the overlay of edge maps but edges
belonging to the product do not. Therefore, through the

averaging process, edge pixels belonging to the editing style
will have relatively high intensities.
To reduce the noise, we choose to use binary values to
describe the edge template, that is, the pixel value under 0.5
is set to 0, and the pixel value equal to or greater than 0.5 is
set to 1. Further, no template will be produced for image
groups containing less than 3 images due to not enough
training data for summarizing the common edge pattern.
3.2. Color-based summarization approaches
As described in Section 1, GHT is robust but timeconsuming because of the need to search a large parameter
space. Recall that GHT moves E1 step-by-step over E2
where the time complexity of the search and comparison is
O(n2). For this reason, it may not be appropriate for
applications that require scalable computing such as eBay
authorship authentication. In order to improve the efficiency
and also maintain the effectiveness, we propose two
alternative color-based summarization methods which are
built on the top of the edge-based clustering results.
The first approach summarizes common color patterns
in HSV color space [2]. HSV color space is chosen because
it is more perceptually uniform. We assume that images in
each image group should have the same or similar editing
style, so there is less distinction of color between images in
the same image group but more distinction between images
from different image groups. Based on this assumption, we
compute a mean image for each image group, and then a
template can be represented by a sequence of pixel-level
mean values.
The second alternative color-based approach is based
on the assumption that all images associated with a template
have perceptually similar color and layout, and all color
values associated with a pixel at a specific location in all
training images may form a normal distribution. This pixellevel color distribution can be further represented as the
mean and the standard deviation of all the color values at
that pixel location. In this way, a color template can be
described by a set of pixel-level color distributions as a
probability model.
In both methods, all images are converted from RGB
color space to HSV color space. In order to reduce the
computational complexity, we have experimented with
various image down-sampling rates in our experiments. The
experimental results suggest that the performance has no
significant difference between down-sampling to 200×200
pixels and down to 100×100 pixels. Thus, we downsampled all images to 100×100 pixels in this study. The
model generated from an image group is also a 100×100
image. In addition, to reduce the influence of product areas,
in both color-based summarization methods, we remove a
central region with a fixed ratio of area from each image.
4. AUTHORSHIP AUTHENTICATION
In order to predict the authorship of an unlabeled image, we
implement three classification methods that correspond to
the three summarization methods, respectively. The edge

templates and color models generated in the summarization
step are further used to identify the authorship of unlabeled
images. More specifically, each test image is compared
against each template/model and the best matched
model/template will be used to label the authorship for that
image. In other words, a test image will be associated with
the seller one of whose editing styles (models/templates) has
the best match with the test image.
4.1. Edge-based classification
In this method, we match the edge map extracted from a test
image with each edge template generated from the
summarization step. The edge map of the test image is also
generated by using Sobel filter [3]. The proposed algorithm
then uses GHT to find the best matched point in the edge
map of the test image when it is matched with an edge
template. The calculation of similarity scores is similar to
the method mentioned in Section 2. Then the edge template
which has the maximum similarity with the test image will
be considered as its matched template. In our dataset, some
images do not have any editing style, so they usually have a
low similarity with each edge template. In order to avoid
incorrectly associating such images with a template, we
define a cutoff value. Therefore, if the maximum similarity
score received by a test image is less than the cutoff value,
that image cannot be matched with any template.
4.2. Color-based classification
Recall that in Section 3.2, one of the proposed color-based
summarization approaches uses a mean image in HSV color
space to summarize color patterns in an image group. The
distance (D) between a test image (It) and a mean color
model (Im) in HSV space is calculated as Equation (1). For
each pixel in the test image, we calculate the distance (d)
between its pixel value (Pt) and the corresponding pixel
value in a color model (Pm), and the sum of pair-wise pixel
distances is used to represent the relative distance between
the test image and the model. The distance between a pair of
pixels can be computed in Equation (2) where Ht is the
“Hue” value of the pixel in the test image; Hm is the “Hue”
value of the pixel in the model. Similarly, St and Sm denote
the “Saturation” values of the pixel in the test image and in
the model, respectively. Vt and Vm are the “Value” values of
that pixel in the test image and in the model, respectively.
(1)
D( I t , I m ) = sum(d ( Pt , Pm ))
2
2
2
(2)
d ( Pt , Pm ) = (H t − H m ) + (S t − S m ) + (Vt − Vm )
In this method, we also define a cutoff value to identify
the images that do not have any editing style. Therefore, if
the relative distance between the test image and a model is
greater than the cutoff value, the test image cannot be
matched with that model.
4.3. Probability model classification
The color probability based classification is an alternative
color-based approach for image authorship classification,
which corresponds to the third summarization approach
proposed in Section 3.2. Each image group is summarized

with a color probability model. Each model describes the
pixel-level color distribution of all the images in that group.
When performing the authorship authentication, we measure
the likelihood a test image belongs to each model.
In this method, given a pixel location, after collecting
all the corresponding pixel values at that location from all
images in the group, we can simply use z-test [4], a
statistical hypothesis test, to tell how likely a color value
comes from the same color distribution at a particular
location, and thus, can predict how likely a pixel’s value
belongs to the same pixel value distribution at the
corresponding location in the template. This idea can be
extended to test every pixel in a test image against a color
probability model. Therefore, we define the overall
likelihood between a test image and a color probability
model as the mean probability of all pixels.
A cutoff value is used to again identify those images
that do not have significant editing styles. More specifically,
only those likelihood values exceeding our predefined
cutoff values will be collected. A test image will be
assigned to the seller who owns the model which yields the
maximum likelihood for that image among all models.
5. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
The performance of the proposed framework is evaluated
with two datasets: D-I and D-II. The D-I consists of 919
images from 10 sellers, and the D-II consists of 3,980
images from 47 sellers. In D-I, images procured from 7
sellers have significant editing styles while the rest of the
images collected from the other 3 sellers do not have an
obvious editing style. In D-II, 7 sellers do not use any
editing style in their images while the other 40 sellers use at
least one editing style in their images.
A 10-fold cross-validation is performed on D-I and a 3fold cross-validation is performed on D-II. The reason we
did not perform 10-fold cross-validation on D-II is that
some sellers have less than 10 images. Two evaluation
scenarios, i.e., within a seller and across different sellers,
are defined and used to measure the performance of this
framework.
5.1. Scenario A: within a seller
In scenario A, we mainly focus on testing whether an image
belongs to a specific seller within the scope of that seller.
This kind of classification can be used for account takenover detection when a fraudster tries to upload a product
image that does not conform to the editing styles of that
seller. If a test image is matched with any of the templates
of that, that image is said to belong to that seller, and vice
versa. Therefore, an image with certain editing style is said
to be correctly predicted if it is assigned the same seller’s ID
as indicated by its ground-truth label. Otherwise, the
prediction fails. For an image without any significant
editing style, a successful prediction is that the image is
assigned a “no template” label after classification.
5.2. Scenario B: across different sellers

In scenario B, we would like to know whether the proposed
framework can differentiate between editing styles created
by different sellers. All test images from all sellers will be
tested against all templates from all sellers. It is possible that
different seller accounts may have similar editing styles
(e.g., multiple seller accounts associated with the same
seller). Thus, if an image with certain editing style is
assigned to any template that correctly summarizes its
editing style, we say that it is a correct predication.
Otherwise, the prediction fails.
5.3. Performance comparison
As aforementioned, there is a cutoff value used in each
classification method proposed. In our experiments, we test
different cutoff values and determine experimentally a
threshold value for each approach. However, due to the
page limit, we only present the highest accuracy among all
threshold values in Table 1.
Table 1. Performance comparison
Dataset
D-I
D-II

Scenario
A
B
A
B

Classification Accuracy
E
C
P
0.803
0.535
0.843
0.799
0.871
0.875
0.618
0.748
0.868
0.717
0.560
0.735

E: edge-based; C: color-based; P: probability model

As observed from the results, the proposed framework
performs well on both datasets. In addition, we observe that
the edge-based approach and the color-based approaches
can complement each other. The experimental results show
that when we combine the edge-based approach with either
color-based summarization approach, the accuracy of
classification can be drastically improved. For example, the
overall accuracies for D-I are 94% (E+C) and 89% (E+P)
for “within seller” evaluation.
6. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
Edge-based classification with Hough transform performs
the best in term of accuracy. However, it is more timeconsuming than the other two methods. Color-based
classification by using the averaging method in HSV color
space is the most cost efficient among the three methods,
but its accuracy is lower than that of the edge-based method.
Since the three methods are based on different features, we
hypothesized that they may be able to complement each
other. The hypothesis is actually evidenced by observations
from our experimental results. In fact, by combining the
edge features and color features in our classification
method, the performance has been improved, and the
overall accuracy goes up to 94%. In addition, by examining
the experimental results, we find that this framework still
has some limitation on summarizing editing styles that have
weak edges, such as watermarked images (as shown in the
4th column in Fig.1). In the future, we plan not only to
detect and extract embedded watermarks, but also to
introduce a multimodal classification framework that
incorporates additional clues such as embedded text, for
authorship authentication.
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